[Usefulness of maximum intensity projections in low-radiation multislice CT lung cancer screening].
To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of non-overlapping 10-mm-thick axial maximum intensity projections (MIP) in the detection of pulmonary nodules in subjects participating in a lung cancer screening program (LCSP) using multislice computed tomography (MSCT) with a low dose of radiation. We evaluated 52 consecutive low-radiation MSCT studies in asymptomatic smokers included in an LCSP (1.25 mm axial images). Axial MIPs with 10mm slice thickness (30 images) were performed and evaluated retrospectively; readers were blind to the initial radiological report. All nodules detected were considered, regardless of their size or consistency. The standard of reference was determined by double reading and consensus for each nodule. A total of 162 pulmonary nodules (mean size: 3.9 mm, sd: 1.7) were detected. MIP reconstruction detected 150 nodules (S = 92.6%). The initial radiological evaluation detected 108 nodules (S = 66.7%). MIP reconstruction detected 54 (33.3%) nodules that were not reported initially (mean size: 3.4 mm; sd: 1.2) but failed to detect 12 (7.4%) of the nodules reported initially (mean size: 2.91 mm; sd: 0.8). MIP detected all 35 nodules > or = 5 mm, (S =100), whereas the initial radiological evaluation only detected 27 (S = 77%). MIP reconstruction enabled more of the nodules to be detected than the 1.25-mm conventional axial slices (p < 0.01). The introduction of non-overlapping 10-mm-thick axial MIP reconstructions in a low-radiation LCSP using MSCT enabled nodules more accurate and faster detection of pulmonary nodules in comparison with 1.25 mm conventional axial slices.